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Tender is the Night
1994

a story of americans living on the french riviera in the 1930s is a portrait of
psychological disintegration as a wealthy couple supports friends and hangers
on financially and emotionally at the cost of their own stability

Tender Is the Night and the Last Tycoon
2011

the last tycoon centers on the life of fictional film executive monroe stahr
circa hollywood in the 1930s stahr is modeled loosely on the life of film
executive irving thalberg

A School Shakespeare ...
1928

he s a bardass brother with the love of a fine woman that is until some cloven
hoofed honky starts talking crazy about variously hued sheep tupping the hell
outta each other you gotta pity the fool who gets shafted by the green eyed
monster let s hope othello can work out who to trust before it s too late

Twelfth Night
2014-09-26

these accomplished tales from the pens of great writers are object lessons in
the art of creating a literary masterpiece on a small canvas

Othello
2007

a graphic novel adaptation of william shakespeare s play about two young lovers
in verona whose families are enemies

The Wordsworth Collection of Classic Short Stories
2011-07

tales from shakespeare written by charles and mary lamb as an introduction to
the study of shakespeare are much more entertaining than that all of
shakespeare s best loved plays comic and tragic are retold in a clear and
robust style illustrated by arthur rackham tales from king arthur edited by
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andrew lang takes the reader into the romantic world of the gallant knights of
the round table it tells of their brave and chivalrous deeds fair maidens the
quest for the holy grail and the tragic love of king arthur for guinevere the
most potent of the mist enshrouded tales of adventure passed down from pre
recorded history the arthurian legends have as much appeal today as they did in
the days of the troubadors tales from the arabian nights also edited by andrew
lang tells of the beautiful scheherazade her husband has threatened to kill her
so each night she diverts him with tales of fantastic adventure leaving each
story unfinished so that he spares her life to hear the ending on the morrow
illustrated by h j ford the tales include aladdin the enchanted horse sinbad
the sailor and the great caliph of bagdad haroun al raschid tales of troy and
greece allow andrew lang to draw on his classical knowledge to retell the
homeric legend of the wars between the greeks and the trojans paris the lovely
helen of troy achilles hector ulysses the amazons and the famous wooden horse
all feature in this magical introduction to one of the greatest legends ever
told

Romeo and Juliet
2004-11

the arabian nights also known as one thousand and one nights is a collection of
middle eastern folktales and stories compiled and translated by various authors
over centuries while andrew lang is known for his colorful translations of
folklore he is not the primary translator or compiler of the arabian nights the
collection is derived from various sources and has been translated by many
individuals over time the arabian nights includes famous tales such as ali baba
and the forty thieves aladdin and the magic lamp sindbad the sailor and many
others these stories are set in the islamic golden age and feature a mix of
adventure fantasy and romance they have had a profound influence on world
literature and storytelling andrew lang a scottish author and folklorist is
better known for his collections of fairy tales including the colored fairy
books series while he contributed to the world of folklore and fairy tales his
work primarily consisted of translations and adaptations rather than being the
principal translator or compiler of the arabian nights

Children's Classic Tales
2023-11-06

editedby rosemary gray here is a book no christmas stocking should be without a
book that positively distils the spirit of the season the title poem familiar
to children and adults the world over introduces a collection of stories and
verse with a christmas theme guaranteed to engage and amuse readers young and
old likely to provoke laughter and sometimes to bring a sentimental tear to the
driest eye this festive treasure trove is ideal for reading aloud or curling up
with in a comfy corner scrooge himself would have found it difficult to resist
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distributing copies on christmas morning

The arabian nights
2010

no marketing blurb

Twas the Night Before Christmas and Other Christmas
Stories
1871

from homer and shakespeare to toni morrison and jonathan safran foer major
works of literature have a great deal to teach us about two of life s most
significant stages growing up and growing old distinguised scholar arnold
weinstein s provocative and engaging new book morning noon and night explores
classic writing s insights into coming of age and surrendering to time and
considers the impact of these revelations upon our lives with wisdom humor and
moving personal observations weinstein leads us to look deep inside ourselves
and these great books to see how we can use art as both mirror and guide he
offers incisive readings of seminal novels about childhood huck finn s empathy
for the runaway slave jim illuminates a child s moral education catherine and
heathcliff s struggle with obsessive passion in wuthering heights is hauntingly
familiar to many young lovers dickens s pip in great expectations must grapple
with a world that wishes him harm and in marjane satrapi s autobiographical
persepolis little marjane faces a different kind of struggle growing into
adolescence as her country moves through the pain of the iranian revolution in
turn great writers also ponder the lessons learned in life s twilight years
both king lear and willy loman suffer as their patriarchal authority collapses
and death creeps up brecht s mother courage displays the inspiring
indomitability of an aging woman who has borne every possible blow but is still
standing still moving and older love can sometimes be funny rip van winkle
conveniently sleeps right through his marriage and sometimes tragic as j m
coetzee s david lurie learns the hard way in disgrace tapping into the hearts
and minds of memorable characters from sophocles oedipus to artie in art
spiegelman s maus morning noon and night makes an eloquent and powerful case
for the role of great literature as a knowing window into our lives and times
its intelligence passion and genuine appreciation for the written word remind
us just how crucial books are to the business of being human

Macbeth
2011-02-15

long ago in a little island called ithaca on the west coast of greece there
lived a king named laertes his kingdom was small and mountainous people used to
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say that ithaca lay like a shield upon the sea which sounds as if it were a
flat country but in those times shields were very large and rose at the middle
into two peaks with a hollow between them so that ithaca seen far off in the
sea with her two chief mountain peaks and a cloven valley between them looked
exactly like a shield the country was so rough that men kept no horses for at
that time people drove standing up in little light chariots with two horses
they never rode and there was no cavalry in battle men fought from chariots
when ulysses the son of laertes king of ithaca grew up he never fought from a
chariot for he had none but always on foot if there were no horses in ithaca
there was plenty of cattle the father of ulysses had flocks of sheep and herds
of swine and wild goats deer and hares lived in the hills and in the plains the
sea was full of fish of many sorts which men caught with nets and with rod and
line and hook thus ithaca was a good island to live in the summer was long and
there was hardly any winter only a few cold weeks and then the swallows came
back and the plains were like a garden all covered with wild flowersÑviolets
lilies narcissus and roses with the blue sky and the blue sea the island was
beautiful white temples stood on the shores and the nymphs a sort of fairies
had their little shrines built of stone with wild rose bushes hanging over them
other islands lay within sight crowned with mountains stretching away one
behind the other into the sunset ulysses in the course of his life saw many
rich countries and great cities of men but wherever he was his heart was always
in the little isle of ithaca where he had learned how to row and how to sail a
boat and how to shoot with bow and arrow and to hunt boars and stags and manage
his hounds

Morning, Noon, and Night
2012

of all the writers of ghost and horror stories ambrose bierce is perhaps the
most colourful he was a dark cynical and pessimistic soul who had a grim vision
of fate and the unfairness of life which he channelled into his fiction

Night and Day
1941

written by teachers and examiners this guide to a midsummer night s dream
covers everything relevant to the examination without unnecessary extra
information contents include background understanding the work literary terms
key quotes characters and themes

Tales of Troy and Greece
2006

magical tales of beautiful princesses genies who emerge from bottles and
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talking birds in aladdin and the wonderful lamp sinbad the sailor noureddin and
the fair persian merchant of bagdad and more

Terror by Night
2000-10

a window onto the lives of the romantic poets through the re creation of one
legendary night in 1817 the author of the highly acclaimed posthumous keats
praised as full of those fleeting moments we call genius washington post now
provides a window into the lives of keats and his contemporaries in this
brilliant new work on december 28 1817 the painter benjamin robert haydon
hosted what he referred to in his diaries and autobiography as the immortal
dinner he wanted to introduce his young friend john keats to the great william
wordsworth and to celebrate with his friends his most important historical
painting thus far christ s entry into jerusalem in which keats wordsworth and
charles lamb also a guest at the party appeared after thoughtful and
entertaining discussions of poetry and art and their relation to enlightenment
science the party evolved into a lively raucous evening this legendary event
would prove to be a highlight in the lives of these immortals a beautiful and
profound work of extraordinary brilliance the immortal evening regards the
dinner as a lens through which to understand the lives and work of these
legendary artists and to contemplate the immortality of genius winner of the
truman capote award for literary criticism

Midsummer Night's Dream - William Shakespeare.
1993

includes tales which mostly appeared in the dublin university magazine and
other periodicals

Tales from the Arabian Nights
2014-10-20

outstanding anthology features more than 150 english and american masterpieces
spanning over 400 years death be not proud the tyger i wandered lonely as a
cloud plus works by tennyson whitman dickinson yeats frost others

The Immortal Evening: A Legendary Dinner with Keats,
Wordsworth, and Lamb
1994

includes stories such as the diamond as big as the ritz the cut glass bowl may
day the rich boy crazy sunday an alcoholic case the lees of happiness the lost
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decade and babylon revisited

Madam Crowl's Ghost
2012-02-29

generally regarded as the pre eminent work of conrad s shorter fiction heart of
darkness is a chilling tale of horror which as the author intended is capable
of many interpretations

Great Short Poems
1849

this is one of the earliest novels of industrial alienation tellingly linked to
the plight of 19th century women it tells of the relationship between margaret
hale a girl from the old rural south and john thornton a mill owner from the
new industrial north

The Poems of William Wordsworth
1994

en la novela carnavalesca super extra grande el maestro cubano de la ciencia
ficción yoss ganador del codiciado premio upc de ciencia ficción en 2010 nos
ofrece una ópera narrativa donde el humor adquiere proporciones intergalácticas
en un futuro lejano los seres humanos convivirán con criaturas de inmensa
variedad amebas que cubren mundos enteros hembras sensuales que se alimentan de
sustancias procedentes de los sistemas reproductivos de los machos de su raza
reptiles parlantes y otras creaciones extraídas de los clásicos de la ficción
ciencia cubana e internacional jan amos sangan dongo el protagonista de super
extra grande es un veterinario especializado en el tratamiento de animales
sobredimensionados en las partes más recónditas de la galaxia en una tarea casi
sobrehumana dongo tiene como desafío penetrar las profundidades intestinales de
una de estas bestias inmensas para proteger su humanidad y la nuestra en esta
cómica novela yoss une su extenso conocimiento de biología con su vasta
curiosidad y su imaginación salvaje dándonos un ejemplo incomparable de la
tradición paródica dentro de la cf cubana nacido en la habana en 1988 el
escritor josé miguel sánchez gómez adopta el nombre de pluma yoss luego de
ganar el prestigioso premio david de ciencia ficción por su libro de cuentos
timshel se graduó con un título en biología en 1991 y formó parte del curso
inaugural sobre técnicas narrativas en el centro de jorge cardoso onelio de
formación literaria en 1999 yoss que se destaca tanto por su estética de
rockero como por su pasión por la ciencia y la mitología es autor de obras de
ficción realista así como de cf escribe novela ensayo y crítica y es promotor
de talleres literarios
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The Diamond as Big as the Ritz
1995

the story of one of the most brilliant flamboyant and historically important
men who ever lived a superb achievement literary review combines scholarship
with storytelling to bring the ancient world to life in his masterly new caesar
he shows us the greatest roman as man statesman soldier and lover simon sebag
montefiore magnificent daily telegraph from the very beginning caesar s story
makes dazzling reading in his late teens he narrowly avoided execution for
opposing the military dictator sulla he was decorated for valour in battle
captured and held to ransom by pirates and almost bankrupted himself by staging
games for the masses as a politician he quickly gained a reputation as a
dangerously ambitious maverick by his early 30s he had risen to the position of
consul and was already beginning to dominate the senate his affairs with
noblewomen were both frequent and scandalous his greatest skill outside the
bedroom was as a military commander in a string of spectacular victories he
conquered all of gaul invaded germany and twice landed in britain an
achievement which in 55bc was greeted with a public euphoria comparable to that
generated by the moon landing in 1969 in just thirty years he had risen from a
position of virtual obscurity to become one of the richest men in the world
with the power single handedly to overthrow the republic by his death he was
effectively emperor of most of the known world

Heart of Darkness and Other Stories
1875

come thrill with us through the unhallowed halls of the sepulchral and
distorted living dead as we thrill ride through fifteen classic vampire tales
certain to get your blood chilling in your veins ranging from classic novellas
such as le fanu s carmilla to the spectral excursions of famed horrorologist h
p lovecraft this unsightly tome recounts even true life vampiric lore as well
as the literary classics of chilling fright so come on your casket is waiting
the coach is stamping int he castle courtyard and the children of the night are
making their music for as bela might say the blood is the life mr renfield the
blood is the life stories by lovecraft byron le fanu conan doyle and more

The Rime of the Ancient Mariner
1994

this side of paradise was fitzgerald s first novel and its instant success made
him famous the beautiful and damned was fitzgerald s second novel and describes
the beginning of what became known as the jazz age
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North and South
2015-07-09

francis scott key fitzgerald was an american author of novels and short stories
whose works are the paradigm writings of the jazz age a term he coined himself
he is widely regarded as one of the greatest american writers of the 20th
century fitzgerald is considered a member of the lost generation of the 1920s
he finished four novels this side of paradise the beautiful and damned his most
famous the great gatsby and what is now considered his true masterpiece tender
is the night a fifth unfinished novel the love of the last tycoon was published
posthumously fitzgerald also wrote many short stories that treat themes of
youth and promise along with despair and age this carefully crafted ebook is
formatted for your ereader with a functional and detailed table of contents and
the following works this side of paradise 1920 the beautiful and the damned
1922 the mystery of the raymond mortgage 1909 reade substitute right half 1910
a debt of honor 1910 the room with the green blinds 1911 a luckless santa claus
1912 pain and the scientist 1913 the trail of the duke 1913 shadow laurels 1915
the ordeal 1915 little minnie mccloskey a story for girls 1916 the old
frontiersman a story of the frontier 1916 the diary of a sophomore 1917 the
prince of pests a story of the war 1917 cedric the stoker 1917 the spire and
the gargoyle 1917 tarquin of cheapside 1917 babes in the woods 1917 sentiment
and the use of rouge 1917 the pierian springs and the last straw 1917 porcelain
and pink 1920 head and shoulders 1920 benediction 1920 dalyrimple goes wrong
1920 myra meets his family 1920 mister icky 1920 the camel s back 1920 bernice
bobs her hair 1920 the ice palace 1920 the offshore pirate 1920 the cut glass
bowl 1920 the four fists 1920 the smilers 1920 may day 1920 the jelly bean 1920
the lees of happiness 1920

Night and Day
2013-04-18

the night ocean is told from the first person narrative and it follows the
young painter who arrives in a small village of ellston where he is supposed to
enter a contest with his large mural at first he enjoys peace and quiet
surroundings but as he stays longer he start seeing and experiencing some
strange things which along with the loneliness have strong effect to his psyche

Caesar
2017-02-09

pride prejudice jane austen constructed pride prejudice with wit social
precision and an irresistible heroine beginning with one of the most famous
sentences in english literature it is a perfect ironic novel of manners
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Famous Vampire Stories
2011

an illustrated interpretation of robert frost s classic poem of loss family
bonds and promises to keep

This Side of Paradise and the Beautiful and Damned
2023-12-19

twelfth night is a popular text for study by secondary students the world over
this edition includes illustrations preliminary notes reading lists including
websites and classroom notes

Collected Works of F. Scott Fitzgerald (45 Short
Stories and Novels)
2022-06-13

fyodor mikhailovich dostoyevsky 1821 188 was a russian novelist short story
writer essayist journalist and philosopher dostoyevsky s literary works explore
human psychology in the context of the troubled political social and spiritual
atmosphere of 19th century russia he began writing in his 20s and his first
novel poor folk was published in 1846 when he was 25 his major works include
crime and punishment and the brothers karamazov 1880 his output consists of
eleven novels three novellas seventeen short novels and numerous other works
many literary critics rate him as one of the greatest and most prominent
psychologists in world literature in this book the brothers karamazov crime and
punishment translator constance garnett

The Night Ocean
1850

a young man newly rich tries to recapture the past and win back his former love
despite the fact that she has married

The Night-side of Nature; Or, Ghosts and Ghost-seers
2005

excerpt from the history of king lear acted at the queens theatre and as my
patron thought on in my pray ers i eat away the bow is bent make 10111 the
shaft kent no let it fall and drench within my heart about the publisher
forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find
more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important
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historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally
reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the
original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we
do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such
historical works

The Wordsworth Collection of Classic Romance
2021-11-09

heart of darkness an outpost of progress karain youth the finest of all conrad
s tales heart of darkness is set in an atmosphere of mystery and menace and
tells of marlow s perilous journey up the congo river to relieve his employer s
agent the renowned and formidable mr kurtz what he sees on his journey and his
eventual encounter with kurtz horrify and perplex him and call into question
the very bases of civilization and human nature endlessly reinterpreted by
critics and adapted for film radio and television the story shows conrad at his
most intense and sophisticated the other three tales in this volume depict
corruption and obsession and question racial assumptions set in the exotic
surroundings of africa malaysia and the east they variously appraise the
glamour folly and rapacity of imperial adventure this revised edition uses the
english first edition texts and has a new chronology and bibliography about the
series for over 100 years oxford world s classics has made available the widest
range of literature from around the globe each affordable volume reflects
oxford s commitment to scholarship providing the most accurate text plus a
wealth of other valuable features including expert introductions by leading
authorities helpful notes to clarify the text up to date bibliographies for
further study and much more

Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening
1869

Poetical Works ...
2010-03-04

Twelfth Night (2010 edition)
2014-07-10
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Fyodor Dostoyevsky, Masterpieces
1993

The Great Gatsby
2017-10-20

The History of King Lear, Acted at the Queens Theatre
(Classic Reprint)
2008-05-08

Heart of Darkness and Other Tales
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